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Message from the President

A

s the International Masters of
Gaming Law planned their Fall
2005 meeting, which takes place
in Paris on October 20th, we were
discussing what topics would be
of the greatest interest to our
members and others that might attend the
conference. During this process, we were able
to reflect on just how much the world of
gaming law has changed in the past 20 years.
The idea of an international organization of
gaming lawyers really had little synergies in
1980. The practice of gaming law was very
localized at that time. Jurisdictions paid little
attention to other regulatory bodies in other
parts of the world. By and large the companies that were doing business in Europe, for
example, were different than the companies
doing business in Nevada. Likewise, the
games and game manufacturers were
largely different.
Approaches, procedures and policies in
the regulatory arena were equally diverse.
Applications and procedures for investigation
were very different between jurisdictions,
requiring the applicants to relearn the
regulatory process and the expectations
of the regulators.
Fast forwarding twenty years shows a very
different gaming universe. There has been a
homogenization of the industry. Australian
gaming devices are common in the Americas
and elsewhere. World slot machine manufacturer’s devices now cover the globe, coming
from Australia, Japan, Germany, Spain,
France, Great Britain and elsewhere.
Likewise, news of the potential expansion of
gaming into new jurisdictions brings predictable interest by a common slate of about
two dozen international casino operators.
All of this does not even consider the impact
that communication technology has had on
the global market. The Internet has had the
greatest impact, allowing companies to offer
diverse gaming products remotely to a global
customer base. The impact of Internet gambling as a market force is only now being
felt. One can see outward signs like the ini-

tial public offering of PartyGames to see
major stock markets embracing remote
wagering. But less apparent is the growing
infrastructure that will enable growing numbers of the world‘s population to bet and
watch horseraces on mobile phones, to participate in multi-million dollar poker tournaments without leaving their living room and
to have instant access to virtually every
sports statistic and line on their Personal
Data Assistant.
Besides the technological advancements, and
the integration of casino operators and manufacturing, regulators globally have made significant progress toward the refinement of
gaming regulation as a recognized discipline.
Twenty years ago, it seemed that the regulators from every jurisdiction practiced regulation through baptism by fire. Over time, a
realization that the fundamental principles
as well as the methodology to achieve these
principles are typically not that different
between jurisdictions. This process has
been aided by regulator organizations and
conferences and increased inter-agency
cooperation.
Through its annual conferences, the IMGL
attempts to build on the fundamental
progress that the industry has made over the
past twenty years. The conferences have several objectives. Foremost, they attempt to
provide the most current information on
developing issues that are of use to gaming
attorneys in advising their clients. One topic
to be covered in Paris, for example, is the
gaming reforms in the United Kingdom.
These have relevance to casino operators that
may consider entering that market and manufacturers that sell into that market.
Questions to be addressed include when the
reforms will go into place, how many new
casinos will be allowed, where these casinos
will be permitted, what the procedures for
selecting licensees will be, and what the tax
rates will be. The session also will address the
UK reforms that will legalize and regulate
online gaming. This will juxtapose with the
session concerning the attempts in the
United States to prohibit online gaming.

These contrasting jurisdictions will have a
significant impact on the future of a market
segment that could ellipse traditional land
base in total revenues in the next twenty
years. The lesson learned by regulators from
jurisdictions that allow Internet gaming will
be the topic of a separate session. Similar sessions will discuss legal development in the
European Union, Belgium and South Africa.
An equally persuasive argument for attending the Paris conference is the camaraderie
among the IMGL members and guests. Most
of the attendees at the conferences have
attended one or more of the prior IMGL conferences. But, the atmosphere is much more
than a social event. It involves the unique
opportunity to obtain the perspective of
gaming lawyers with decades of experience
and different orientations as to practical
gaming regulatory issues.
The growth of the IMGL as an organic organization has been rewarding to its members.
In the four short years since its inception,
membership has grown to over 125. More
importantly, the organization’s contributions
to the gaming industry have been substantial. The IMGL has sponsored law symposiums at the law schools at the University of
Nevada, Las Vegas, the University of
Mississippi and at Thomas Cooley. These
symposiums each have or are in the process
of producing law review issues devoted to
gaming law. In four years, the IMGL has literally doubled the volume of law review issues
devoted to gaming law. This is in addition to
the IMGL’s sponsorship of the Gaming Law
Review and this publication.
The IMGL is especially grateful to Casino
Enterprise Management for providing us the
opportunity to produce this publication as a
supplement to its fine publication.
I hope to see you in Paris in October.

Anthony N. Cabot
email: acabot@lrlaw.com
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The UK Gambling Act 2005
By Tony Coles and Nick Nocton
On 7 April 2005, the Gambling Act 2005
(the “Act”) became law, establishing a new
framework for the provision of gambling
services within the UK. However, the Act is
not yet in force and it is anticipated that it
will be brought into effect in stages during
2005 and 2006.
Please note that in this article we use the
term United Kingdom or UK for ease of reference, but the Act does not in fact extend to
Northern Ireland, which has its own laws
on gambling.
Key Concepts
At the Act’s core are the licensing objectives
of keeping gambling crime-free and fair and
open, and of protecting children and other
vulnerable people from being harmed or
exploited by gambling.
Other key concepts include “gambling” being
defined to cover gaming, betting and participating in a lottery (each of which is further
defined) and “remote gambling”, which is
defined as gambling in which people participate by the use of the Internet, telephone,
TV, radio or “any other kind of electronic
or other technology for facilitating
communication.”
“Gaming” means playing a game of chance
for a prize and a “game of chance” includes a
game involving both chance and skill, and
also a game that involves an element of
chance that can be eliminated by superlative
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skill as well as a game that is presented as
involving an element of chance. Poker will
therefore continue to constitute gaming
under UK law.
A “casino” is defined not as any kind of
building, but as an arrangement whereby
people are given an opportunity to participate in one or more casino games. “Casino
game” means a game of chance which is not
equal chance gaming, and “equal chance
gaming” for purposes of the Act is gaming
which does not involve playing or staking
against a bank and where the chances are
equally favourable to all participants. Thus,
by way of example, roulette is a casino game;
but poker is not, being merely a game
of chance.
There are new, if familiar, definitions of “betting” and “pool betting” and a new concept
of a “betting intermediary” being someone
who provides a service designed to facilitate
the making or acceptance of bets between
others (e.g. a P2P betting exchange).
Commercial lotteries will continue to be prohibited under the Act, with lottery operating
licenses being only available to non-commercial societies, local authorities (municipalities)
or external lottery managers acting on
their behalf.
The Gambling Commission
The Act establishes a new industry-wide
regulator to be known as the Gambling

Commission (the “Commission”), which will
assume not only the duties of the Gaming
Board for Great Britain (the current regulator
of casinos and lotteries) but an extended
regulatory remit to include all gambling
in the UK.
The Commission will be responsible for
the licensing and regulation of gambling
operators and the provision of guidance to
local authorities (who will be responsible for
premises licensing). It is directed to aim to
permit gambling so far as reasonably consistent with the licensing objectives. Thus
the restrictive rules in the UK’s old law
are reversed.
Operating Licenses
In order to “provide facilities for gambling” (a key defined term), it will be necessary to obtain the relevant operating license
from the Commission. The Act contemplates
various operating licenses allowing the provision of specified facilities, including casino,
bingo, general betting, pool betting, betting
intermediary and lottery operating licenses.
There will also be gaming machine general operating licenses (which may specify the
operation of an adult gaming centre or a family entertainment centre, the latter having
machines of lower stakes and prizes than the
former), gaming machine technical operating
licenses (for the manufacture, supply, installation, etc. of machines), and a gambling soft-

ware operating licenses (for the manufacture,
supply, installation, etc. of gambling
software).
A single operating license may authorise
various of the activities set out above (for
example, authorising a bingo operator also to
provide pool betting), but an operating
license may permit only terrestrial facilities or
those offered by means of remote communication (a “remote operating license”) but not
both. Accordingly, a terrestrial operator who
also wishes to provide remote facilities will
need at least two operating licenses.
In considering applications for operating
licenses, the Commission must have regard to
the licensing objectives, the applicant’s suitability and the suitability of any gaming
machines and other equipment to be used in
the licensed activities. However, the detailed
application procedure and statements of principles to be applied in consideration of licensing applications are not yet available and are
to be prepared by the Commission when it is
fully established.
Certain conditions to be stated by the
Government will be attached to all licenses
(mandatory conditions), as will others unless
they are waived by the Commission (default
conditions); but the Commission may also
attach further conditions either to individual
operating licenses or to all in a specified class

as it sees fit. Mandatory conditions will
include, by way of example, the obligation to
comply with relevant codes of practice and to
return stakes to children or young persons
who have used facilities for gambling
(see below).
An operating license must not contain a
condition determining where the licensed
activities may or may not take place
(although for any terrestrial facility, a premises licence will also be required), but it may
include a condition limiting the number of
premises on which a licensee may operate or
the number of people for whom his facilities
may be provided. In addition, an operating
license must not be subject to a membership
condition, so the old UK rule requiring
membership of a club before entering a
casino disappears.
Operating licenses will run indefinitely
(unless their duration is limited by the
Government) but will be subject to variation,
suspension, revocation, etc. and to a new and
wide-ranging power of review in the hands of
the Commission.
Personal Licenses
Before it can be implemented, at least one
personal license must be held for every operating license. The Commission will use its
powers to attach conditions to operating
licenses to ensure that at least one person

occupying a specified management office
holds a personal license and that others in
key operational positions (generally where
their functions allow them to influence
the outcome of the gambling) also have
personal licenses.
Premises Licenses
A premises license will be necessary to
use premises for the provision of gambling
facilities. As with operating licenses, premises
licenses will specify the type of gambling
facilities to be offered, including casino
gaming, bingo, adult gaming, family
entertainment, and betting.
Casino premises licenses will specify
whether they relate to a regional casino,
a large casino or a small casino and these
categories will be defined by the minimum
gaming and non-gaming areas permitted by
the Government, and will entitle the operator
to provide different ranges of facilities, including numbers and categories of gaming
machines. The table on the following page
sets out the expected casino and gaming
machine categories:
The Act imposes an initial cap of one
regional, eight large and eight small new
casinos, the locations of which will be subject
to a complicated review process.
Premises licenses must not authorise use
for more than one of the kinds of activities

Make
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specified in the list above (apart from in the
case of a track, to which special rules apply),
but certain premises licenses will automatically allow the provision of multiple facilities.
For example, large and regional casino licenses will allow the provision of bingo and betting on the premises and a small casino
license will allow the provision of betting, but
not bingo. Casinos will not be able to offer
credit, but may have ATMs on site.
Premises licenses will be awarded by the
local authority (municipality) for the relevant
area. Applications for premises licenses may
only be made by an applicant who has a
right to occupy the premises and, therefore,
some uncertainty exists in relation to those
benefiting from, say, an option to purchase or
a conditional agreement. Further, an application may only be made by a person who
either holds an operating license or who has
applied for one.
A local authority may resolve not to issue
any casino premises licenses within its area.
Such a “blanket ban” may only apply to casino premises licenses in general, and not
specifically to any particular category of casino premises, and cannot be retrospective.
There is no similar right to resolve not to
issue premises licenses for other gambling.
In exercising their licensing functions
under the Act, local authorities must promote
the licensing objectives and must have regard
to the guidance of the Commission, but they
must not have regard to the expected
demand for the facilities proposed.
General Offenses
It is an offense to provide facilities for
gambling without the requisite licenses (or
the benefit of an exemption). The Act estab-

lishes a new offense of “cheating” and there
are a number of specific offenses aimed at
protecting children (under 16) and young
people (under 18). These include inviting or
causing or permitting a child or young person to participate in gambling activities in
which it is illegal for them to participate. A
defense of reasonable belief as to age will be
available to an individual who is charged
with an offense relating to a child or a
young person.
Advertising
Current restrictions on the advertising of
gambling facilities are set to be relaxed considerably, although the Government will
make regulations controlling the advertising
of gambling.
A person will commit an offense if he
advertises unlawful gambling. Likewise, it will
be an offense to advertise foreign gambling.
However, “foreign gambling” means either
non-remote gambling which takes place
other than in an EEA State or remote gambling, none of the arrangements for which
are subject to a law concerning gambling at
any EEA State. Gibraltar is to be treated as an
EEA State and the UK Government is to produce a “white list” of countries that will be
treated as if they were an EEA State for these
purposes. Therefore, operators duly licensed
within an EEA State or white list place will be
able to advertise as if they were licensed in
the UK.
The Government’s regulations regarding
gambling advertising will apply to remote
advertising (including Internet advertising) to
the extent the advertising provides information intended to come to the attention of
British residents or involves a communica-

tion intended to do the same, or makes data
available to British residents or if it makes
data available in circumstances where it is
likely to be accessed by British residents.
Gaming Machines
Under the Act, a gaming machine means
a machine designed or adapted for use by
individuals to gamble, whether or not it can
also be used for other purposes. Exceptions
include domestic or dual-use PCs and lottery
ticket machines, provided the machine itself
does not determine the result or announce
the result without an interval to
be prescribed.
There is also provision for the regulation
of automated “real” games of chance outside
the scope of normal machine regulation. It is
anticipated that this will allow for automated
table games not to be counted as machines
when calculating numbers of machines in
premises, but it is not yet clear whether the
carve-out will extend to entirely virtual games
as well as those involving standard (automated) equipment.
The UK Government will make regulations defining four classes of gaming
machines for the purposes of the Act, to be
known as Categories A, B, C and D. The regulations will further sub-divide Category B (initially expected to be four sub-categories). The
regulations are expected to categorise the
machines based on stakes, prizes, the nature
of the machine and the premises on which
they will be used. The table above sets out
the expected categorisations.
Taxation
With the 2005 Act now in place, the
extent to which the UK Government’s stated

Gambling Act 2005: Summary of Casino and Gaming Machine Categories
Category

Min table
gaming area

Min additional
gambling area

Min non
gambling area

Min total
customer area

Category of
Min no of
gaming tables machines permitted

Machine:
table ratio

Existing

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

B, C, D

n/a (max 20)

Small

500m2

0

250m2

750m2

1

B, C, D

2:1 (max 80)

Large

1000m2

0

500m2

1500m2

1

B, C, D

5:1 (max 150)

Regional

1000m2

2500m2

1500m2

5000m2

40

A, B, C, D

25:1 (max 1,250)

Maximum Location(s)
Prize

Category

Maximum Stake

A

Unlimited

Unlimited

Regional casinos

1250

B1

£2

£4,000

All casinos

150 in large casinos, 80 in small, 20 in existing

B2

£100/game; £15/chip

£500

As above plus premises licensed for betting

4

B3

£1

£500

As above plus Bingo clubs and adult gaming centres

4

B4

£1

£250

As above plus Registered clubs and miners’ welfare institutes

3

C

50p

£25

As above plus premises licensed for alcohol

2 (may apply for more)

Bingo clubs, adult gaming and family entertainment centres

Any number

Bingo clubs, adult gaming & family entertainment centres
and travelling fairs

Any number

D

10p (when cash or
£5
exchangeable prizes)
30p (non-cash and non- £8
exchangeable prizes)
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Maximum number per premises

objective will be achieved will depend on its
decisions on tax. There is now no uncertainty
about the future regulatory regime, so (at the
time of writing), the decisions on tax are
eagerly awaited.
Conclusion
For an interim period, until the new
gambling regulation provided for by the
2005 Act is in force, the old laws continue in
force. Indeed, until all the rules, regulations,
codes of practice, etc. are issued by the UK
Government and the Gambling Commission,
the uncertainties of the old laws continue
and a very careful consideration of what is
involved is required.
Tony Coles: arc@jgrlaw.co.uk; and Nick Nocton:
njn@jgrlaw.co.uk are both UK gaming lawyers practising
at Jeffrey Green Russell, Apollo House, 56 New Bond
Street, London, W1S 1RG – Tel: +44 (0) 20 7339 7000
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THE EUROPEAN REMOTE GAMING MARKET:
POST-GAMBELLI DEVELOPMENTS
By Justin G.J.E. Franssen and Ramon Budik

I

n the aftermath of the Gambelli and
Lindman cases, remote gaming seems to
have entered a legal arena where new
events happen in rapid succession. On a
national level, various European
Member States are faced with ongoing
heated debates as to the compatibility
of their restrictive national gaming policies
with European law. Interesting in this respect
are several “post-Gambelli” cases which have
been brought before national courts, where
rather diverging and sometimes conflicting
interpretations of the Gambelli and
Lindman criteria have been put forward. The
Netherlands seems to be a preferred legal
arena if it comes to cross-border (Internet)
gambling, though several proceedings are
also pending in Germany, Italy and the
Nordic countries (Denmark, Norway, and
Sweden). On a European level, a good number of complaints have been brought before
the European Court of Justice (ECJ), but so
far there has been no final decision by the
ECJ. This article aims to render a quick-scan
of the most relevant post-Gambelli developments on the European remote gaming
market.
The Netherlands
The last couple of years, state operators have
tried to block foreign operators from entering
the Dutch gaming market by suing foreign
operators for accepting Dutch players.
Amongst others, De Lotto has been actively litigating against the British bookmaker
Ladbrokes. De Lotto demanded that Ladbrokes
refrain from accepting Dutch residents as participants in games that were offered on-line by
Ladbrokes on a Dutch web site. It argued that
Ladbrokes acted unlawfully by keeping these
games of chance available on-line for Dutch
residents without having acquired a Dutch
license thereto, as is required by the Dutch
Gaming Act (Wet op de Kansspelen).
In preliminary injunction proceedings, the
Dutch provisional court in first instance ruled
that Ladbrokes had to refrain from offering
games of chance on a Dutch web site, which
ruling was largely upheld on appeal. The case
was taken to the Dutch Supreme Court, which
rendered an even more restrictive interpretation of the Dutch Gaming Act than ever before.
Until that day it had always been necessary to
prove that the offering of games of chance was
specifically directed at participation from the
Netherlands. However, the Dutch Supreme
Court ruled that for the offering of remote
games to be prohibited under Dutch law, it was
enough to prove that the foreign operator had
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failed to block IP addresses from the
Netherlands and that a “reference” was made
to “the Netherlands” on its web site. More
importantly, the Dutch Supreme Court interpreted the Dutch gaming policy to be adequately restrictive and in line with the criteria
set forth in the Gambelli judgment.

Several “post-Gambelli” cases which
have been brought before national
courts, where rather diverging and
sometimes conflicting interpretations
of the Gambelli and Lindman
criteria have been put forward.

In main proceedings before the Arnhem district Court, which is still pending, Ladbrokes
defended itself by stating that the Dutch
Gaming Act conflicts with article 49 EC Treaty,
as it leads to a prohibited restriction of the freedom to provide services. The Court assessed the
case by examining whether the restrictions
imposed by the Dutch Gaming Act were adequately restrictive in order to be “Gambelliproof”. In this respect, it also examined
whether Dutch national policy itself adhered to
the Gambelli criteria. In its interlocutory judgment of 2 June 2004 the Court concluded that
Dutch gaming policy was, in effect, insufficiently restrictive as its marketing activities and
strategies did not fit into a government policy
aimed at a genuine diminution of gambling

activities. However, it did not dismiss any of De
Lotto’s claims, but stayed its decision in order to
be further informed by the Dutch Minister of
Justice. As a result, the Minister of Justice was in
fact given the opportunity to demonstrate
that—notwithstanding the Court’s findings—
the restrictions as contained in Dutch national
policy were consistent and systematic enough
in order to be qualified as justified restraints on
the freedom to provide services. The Minister of
Justice formulated its response in a letter which
was handed over to De Lotto on 21 October
2004. In short, it is contended in this letter that
national gambling policy is not to be deemed
suitable for justifying any restrictions in the
Dutch Gaming Act only if it would genuinely
decrease participation in games of chance.
According to the Dutch Minister, the establishment of the Dutch license system gives enough
credit to the ‘diminution’ requirement as, without it, more establishments would have been
erected where gambling would have been possible. More importantly, the Minister emphasized that since 2003 national policy is in the
process of being amended drastically and that
the new policy is aimed at further reducing
gambling opportunities. Some have argued,
however, that these changes in national policy
come too late and are not that effective. It is
expected that the Arnhem Court will render its
final judgment before the end of 2005.
Another foreign operator involved in litigation against De Lotto is the British sports betting exchange Betfair. In preliminary injunction proceedings, which was instituted by De
Lotto, the Court ruled in favour of De Lotto
both in first instance and on appeal. The case
has subsequently been brought before the
Dutch Supreme Court based on roughly two
grounds. The first ground reads that the Court
of Appeal should have followed the interlocutory judgment in the De Lotto-Ladbrokes case,
as the Dutch legal system demands that courts
in preliminary injunction proceedings adhere
to rulings in similar cases rendered in main proceedings. The second ground involves the fact
that the Court of Appeal had deemed the
infringement of Article 49 EC Treaty by Dutch
national policy justified and had substantiated
this finding by referring to upcoming changes
in national policy as announced by the
Minister of Justice. This so-called “ ex-futurum”
assessment is an anomaly in Dutch case law.
Betfair has also initiated litigation against
De Lotto by launching main proceedings as
well as administrative proceedings against it. In
the main proceedings it demands a declatory
judgment that Betfair does not commit a tort

against De Lotto by allowing Dutch citizens
access to its online betting exchange. In the
administrative proceedings it challenges the
fact that it was rejected both the racing as well
as the sports betting license based on the fact
that these licenses are in fact exclusively and
permanently granted to a few Dutch state operators. It claims that by denying foreign state
operators, like Betfair, real access to the licensing process, the Ministry of Justice is acting discriminatorily. In appeal, the proceedings have
been brought before the Administrative Court
in The Hague, which is expected to render a
final judgment by the end of 2005.
Germany
The numerous post-Gambelli gaming law
cases rendered in Germany show a split interpretation of the Gambelli judgment. One the
one hand, some German courts allow a foreign
operator to operate from Germany without a
license. On the other hand, other courts forbid
these foreign operators to arrange bets in
Germany, therewith legalising the German
government policy on this matter. It is this government policy that has led to the closing of a
good number of unlicensed betting shops that
were established in Germany by foreign bookmakers, mostly from Austria and the UK.
However, on 27 April 2005, the Bundesverfassungsgericht rendered a surprising judgment in
a preliminary injunction case that shook up
the gaming business. It ruled that there was a
need to thoroughly analyse the German
national policy that was responsible for shutting down unlicensed betting shops. In line
with both the Gambelli and Lindman decisions, statistical or other evidence was to be
provided in order to demonstrate that the
restrictions on cross-border gambling were
”Gambelli-proof”. As this evidence was not
provided, the Bundesverfassungsgericht
ordered the German governmental authorities
to cease closing any more foreign betting shops
until the Constitutional Court renders its final
ruling this summer.
Italy
Although some Italian Courts have
endorsed that European bookmakers are
allowed to operate from Italy without an Italian
license, others have disapproved. In April 2004,
the Italian Supreme Court ruled in the Bruno
Corsi case that Italian legislation prohibiting
European bookmakers to operate from Italy
without an Italian license is justified by imperative requirements in the public interest, i.e.
protection of consumers and the prevention of
fraud. It triggered the Larino District Court to
refer a case before it to the ECJ, which is known
as the Placanica case. The ECJ is to shed its light
on whether the Italian Supreme Court decision
contradicts with the Gambelli judgment, and
whether sanctioning the taking of bets without
due authorisation thereto constitutes a breach
of Art. 43 and 49 of the EC Treaty. Some believe
that this referral provides the ECJ with the
opportunity to set standards once and for all
for the interpretation of the Gambelli judg-

ment. Therefore, the Placanica case is also
referred to as the “Gambelli-bis” case.
The offering of bets in Italy itself without
having acquired an Italian license thereto is
deemed to constitute a criminal offense.
However, in the Coni-Ladbrokes case of 16
February 2005 the Rome district court ruled
that when games of chance are offered passively over the Internet without being specifically
directed at Italian citizens, then Italian gaming
legislation is simply not applicable.
Besides the Placanica case there are currently four other cases pending before the ECJ; the
Commission vs. Italy (C-260/04), Palazzese (C359/04), Sorricchio (C-360/04) and D’Antonio
(C-480/04). These cases all concern matters of
administrative law and contain allegations of
the Italian licensing procedure being discriminatory, non-transparent and non-proportionate. Foreign operators were not given a fair and
equal chance to obtain a betting license and
were even (temporarily) excluded from this
licensing procedure. Worth mentioning in this
respect is a ruling of the Supreme Administrative Court of Italy (Consiglio di Stato) rendered
on 22 February 2005. The Supreme Court ruled
that according to Italian administrative law the
UK-based operator Stanleybet International
was allowed to operate in Italy solely under its
UK license, granted pursuant to the UK Betting,
Gaming and Lotteries Act of 1963, until a final
ruling of the Regional Administrative Court.
Submitting the UK operator to the obligation
to acquire an additional Italian license was
even considered to be illegal.
The Nordic Countries (Denmark,
Norway and Sweden)
In the Nordic countries there is a good deal
of post-Gambelli activity as well due to restrictions being imposed by national legislation on
non-nationals.
On 30 March 2004, the European
Commission demanded the Danish government to render a justification for the restrictions it had imposed on European bookmakers.
This was a reaction to a series of formal complaints that were filed with the European
Commission by several foreign operators and
trade organisations. The Danish Ministry of
Taxation responded by concluding that the
Danish gambling legislation was in full compliance with EU law. As a result, the European
Commission is now launching a case against
Denmark at the ECJ, as it believes that the gaming monopoly held by the state operator Dansk
Tipstjeneste impairs the free movement of
goods and services. As to Danish post-Gambelli
litigation, it is noted that the UK bookmaker
Ladbrokes sued the Danish state in July 2004 in
an effort to break down the governmental betting monopoly.
In Norway, the Norwegian government
purported to establish a betting monopoly for
Norsk Tipping AS in 2003, involving the operation of gaming machines. This was to be
achieved through the adoption of several

amendments to the Norwegian gaming legislation by the Norwegian Parliament. In response,
the EFTA Surveillance Authority (Authority)
sent a letter of formal notice to the Norwegian
government in April 2004, thereby condemning the purported state monopoly. This letter
concluded that national gaming policy in
Norway could not be justified by imperative
requirements of general interest, such as the
prevention of gaming addiction and crime, as
less restrictive measures could be implemented
to fulfill those requirements. The reply of the
Norwegian government did not convince the
Authority. Inspired by a ruling of the Oslo City
Court, the Authority therefore delivered a reasoned opinion to the Norwegian government
concluding that the introduction of the state
monopoly violates EFTA legislation on the free
movement of goods and services. The
Authority however suspended further action
after the Oslo Court of Appeal delivered an
interim judgment, suspending the entry into
force of the new legislation and, therewith, the
establishment of the state monopoly on gaming machines. A final ruling of the Oslo Court
of Appeal is expected in the near future.
In Sweden, the Swedish Lotteries Act of
1994 prohibits the supply or advertisement of,
and the facilitation of participation in, gambling services in Sweden without having
acquired a Swedish license thereto. In October
2004, the High Administrative Court of
Sweden ruled that the restrictions imposed by
the Swedish Lotteries Act of 1994 are justifiable
and in line with the Gambelli criteria. This ruling has been the subject of fierce critique as the
Administrative High Court had not undertaken an in concreto test of the Swedish market—
as required by the Gambelli and Lindman judgments—in order to reach its conclusion. It is
expected that private operators are to launch
more lawsuits against the Swedish state in due
time. Finally, the European Commission has
launched an infringement procedure against
the Swedish state concerning its monopoly on
the slot machine sector. Currently, the
Commission is assessing the Swedish response,
which was sent to the Commission in
December 2004.

Justin Franssen (franssen@vmw.nl) studied law
and philosophy at the universities of Leuven (B),
Maastricht and Amsterdam. He works at Van Mens
& Wisselink attorneys in Amsterdam where his practise is focussed on gaming and gambling issues. He
is involved in the leading past and pending crossborder gambling litigation in The Netherlands. Mr
Franssen is the Dutch general member of the
International Masters of Gaming Law.
Ramon Budik (budik@vmw.nl) studied law in
Amsterdam and obtained his LL.M. degree in commercial law at the University of Cambridge. As of
January 2004 he is working at Van Mens & Wisselink
Amsterdam. Mr. Budik’s practice focuses on national
and international company law, and he also works in
the gaming practice.
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Peter Dean

LEADING THE REGULATION OF GAMBLING IN BRITAIN
By Sharon Harris
Peter Dean finds it ironic that his entry
into public service resulted from his ardent
anti-trust defense of a private lawsuit.
Following a distinguished career in the private legal, corporate and public service sectors, Dean now serves as the Chairman of
the Gaming Board for Great Britain. He is
also the Chairman-designate of the new
Gambling Commission, established by the
passage of the Gambling Act 2005 last April.

Dean’s impressive career spans more
than 40 years, and includes international
travel, worldwide clients and service to the
British public.
He grew up in the southeastern English
county of Kent. The headmaster of Dean’s
secondary school recommended that he
enter the field of law upon graduating in the
late 1950s.

“This remarkable man had been a
prominent commercial lawyer in earlier
times. My father Alan was disappointed in
my choice because no one in my family was
a lawyer. He wanted me to train in accountancy,” says Dean.
Dean trained for more than four years
as an articled clerk, the equivalent of an
apprentice, with Freshfields, a renowned
commercial law firm in London. Dean says,
“A different method of qualification has
since replaced the process. Back then there
was more on-the-job training. I could not
start working as a lawyer until I had completed my articles and taken my exams
along the way. I received an external law
degree at London University. By 1962, I was
fully qualified to go out and practice law.”
Dean practiced at Freshfields for the
next few years. However, an opportunity to
work exclusively for one client came his way
in 1966.
“I happily entered the corporate world
as in-house counsel for Rio Tinto, one of the
world’s largest international mining companies. I traveled extensively, and as their attorney, I negotiated contracts to build new
mines worldwide. I stayed for 20 years, serving as Corporate Counsel for seven, then as
Company Secretary for two and as Executive
Director for the final 11 years,” he says.
While Executive Director, Dean was
responsible for managing Rio Tinto’s
defense against a very large anti-trust action
that threatened the viability of the entire
corporation. Dean says, “My job was to corral lots of US and international lawyers to
handle their areas of the case. We settled satisfactorily after several years,” he says.
Dean’s success with this case caught the
eye of a government official, who encouraged Dean to enter the public service sector.
He was invited to join the UK Monopolies
and Mergers Commission—renamed the
Competition Commission—after leaving
Rio Tinto. He served the Commission for a
total of 15 years, the last eight as Deputy
Chairman.
“It was a part-time position, and I started my own worldwide consultancy at that
time. I was a one-man show, specializing in
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difficult international problems. My consultancy workload included heavy negotiations
and litigation for a handful of big clients
such as British Airways and an Australian oil
company. I did both jobs throughout the
late 1980s into the 1990s,” Dean says.

A strict regime, introduced in the
1960s, had regulated the
British gaming industry, to combat
lawlessness resulting from a
defect in earlier legislation.
By 1997 Dean had cut back on his consulting workload and became an
Ombudsman for the financial services sector.
As the end of Dean’ s tenure at the
Commission in 1998, he saw an advertisement for the Chairman of the Gaming Board
for Great Britain, the regulatory body for casinos, bingo clubs, gaming machines and the
larger lotteries.
“All such posts in Britain are advertised.
The job interested me enough to apply
because it involved regulation and elements
of the law, and I was lucky enough to be
appointed. I had no previous direct experience of the industry, but this was not a disadvantage. In fact it is part of the British tradition to invite people into positions who, at
the outset, know little or nothing about the
subject, with the expectation that the person
will learn fast without any preconceptions,
conflicts or baggage,” Dean explains.
A strict regime, introduced in the 1960s,
had regulated the British gaming industry, to
combat lawlessness resulting from a defect in
earlier legislation. The Gaming Board was
created to restore order, and succeeded.
Dean became the Chairman of the
Gaming Board for Great Britain in July 1998.
The independent position survives any governmental changes. “Party politics are irrelevant to the job,” says Dean.
The British gambling industry, like its
worldwide counterparts, has confronted
changes due to new technologies, expansions and more sophisticated public expectations. “I believe that the British regulatory
system for gaming, and the Board itself, are
respected not only in Britain, but internationally. Over time our laws became outdated and ceased to reflect social norms. They
were also inadequate to deal with technological innovations such as the Internet,”
says Dean.
An independent review body was set up

by the UK government to conduct a wideranging review of gambling legislation. Dean
was a member. The review body reported in
2001. Following years of debate and some
controversy, the UK government passed substantial reforming legislation in April 2005.
Dean now has the task of setting up a new
system of regulation to replace a reputable,
but somewhat antiquated regime.
“The Gambling Act 2005 embraces not
only the types of gambling hitherto regulated by the Gaming Board, but also betting
and remote (e.g. online) gambling. A new
body, the Gambling Commission, will
assume the functions of the Gaming Board
and have broader powers and responsibilities. The Chairman and members of the
Gaming Board will automatically become
Chairman and members of the new
Gambling Commission,” Dean states.
According to Dean, the Commission is
charged with furthering three specific licensing objectives in the 2005 Act. First, as in the
original law, criminal activity must be kept
out of gambling. The second goal is to ensure
that all commercial gambling activity is fair
and open. Finally, there is the objective of
protecting children and adults who are
vulnerable.
Dean explains, “Most of our funding
will be derived from fees paid to secure operating and personal licenses. The Commission
is an independent body under the aegis of
one of the UK government’s departments,
the Department for Culture, Media
and Sport.”
Dean envisions the transition between
the old and new regimes over the next few
years to be one of his most significant tests
because the Gambling Commission will be a
larger organization with greater powers. He
says, “I will chair the regulatory agency and
work with a new set of laws. We will also
work with all interested parties in negotiating
our program. One particular new challenge
will be the regulation of online gambling.”
The Commission will have considerable
discretion in how it goes about its work. “I
have always prized the ability to engage with
the industry to establish a sensible and
rational dialogue, based on mutual understanding. We must keep proper boundaries,
but that type of relationship has worked well.
I want to continue that course,” says Dean.
Dean hesitates comparing the American
and British gaming industries, even with the
new law. “The US industry is not homogenous—it varies significantly from state to
state. Our laws have constrained our casinos,
particularly in the area of prohibiting very
high prize slot machines. The new laws are

more relaxed and open some possibilities for
larger establishments. However, the liberalization is less extensive than predicted. The
legislation emphasizes our public policy on
protecting children and the vulnerable, with
particular reference to problem gambling.
This means there will be less competition
than in, say, Las Vegas,” Dean claims.
One similarity between the US and the
UK is a need to educate the public about
gambling. Dean says, “I hope that some of
the unhelpful mystique about gambling will
be dispelled in Britain over the next few years
so gambling may take its place in the mainstream of leisure activities. There are particular social concerns pertaining to gambling,
but I believe that these concerns can be tackled openly and rationally, and this is healthier for society.”
One important adjustment will be the
Commission’s headquarters, relocated from
London to Birmingham, a city in the
Midlands, an 80-minute train ride from
London. “In an attempt to regenerate the
economies of other communities, the government has mandated that many public
sector jobs must relocate out of London and
the southeastern part of the country. I will
still have meetings in both cities,” he says.
Despite a busy professional life, Dean
still allows enough time for his family and
favorite hobbies. He says, “I enjoy walking in
the European Alps in summer, and in winter
I go skiing, which I do inexpertly.”
He and his wife Linda, married 40 years,
share an intense interest in choral singing.
She is a recently ordained Deacon in the
Church of England. Dean has sung with
choirs his entire adult life. He currently chairs
the City Chamber Choir, which rehearses
and performs mainly in London. His daughter, Amanda is a professional singer who also
runs a tax accountancy business. Granddaughter Billie, 11, is a competent drummer,
pianist and singer.
Peter Dean may have entered his posts
over the past 40 years without great experience, but his talent for working hard to create a positive relationship has proven successful. During his entire career, he has made
an impact in every profession. He looks forward to doing the same in his new position.
Sharon Harris has reported on the North American and
Caribbean casino gaming industry since 1993, and the
American coin-operated amusement industry since the 1980s.
Sharon also worked at her family’s amusement/vending company in Pennsylvania and New Jersey from 1982 to 1995. She has
served as a multi-term Director of both the national AMOA and
Pennsylvania amusement industry trade groups. Based near
Atlantic City, Sharon can be reached at 609-601-7890 or
sharonhar@aol.com.
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Statistical Standards in Gaming Regulation: Fact and Fiction

B

By Anthony N. Cabot and Robert C. Hannum

ecause the commercial gaming industry
is built on the laws of probability, it is
natural that statistical issues arise in
gaming law and regulation. Such issues
appear primarily in regulations relating
to ensuring fairness and honesty.
Fairness refers to whether the games
take unreasonable advantage of the player;
honesty refers to whether the outcomes are
random.1 Confirming game advantage and
randomness must be addressed in part through
appropriate mathematical and statistical analysis.2 Unfortunately, some of the statistical standards and requirements found in various gaming regulations reflect a fundamental misunderstanding or contain outright errors. This
article examines the efficacy of current standards with respect to statistical and mathematical tests, exposes a variety of errors and misunderstandings, and suggests areas for
improvement.
STATISTICAL REASONING
AND GAMING LAW
The mathematical reasoning used in gaming law and regulation involves both probability and statistics, separate but related subjects.
The distinction between these disciplines is
important for understanding the confidence
and certainty that can be ascribed to different
types of mathematical analyses used in connection with gaming regulation and compliance.
Probability is deductive in nature and can
be used to answer questions about the likelihood of observing certain data or outcomes
assuming knowledge of the world or process
that generates the data. Statistics—more specifically statistical inference—is inductive in
nature and can answer questions about what
type of world3 or process generated the
observed data. Probability is a crucial ingredient in statistical inference. The following
example illustrates this distinction.
If you know that the outcomes of rolling a
pair of dice are random, then probability can
tell you how often you’ll observe each of the
possible totals, two through twelve. These
probabilities can then be used, along with relevant payoffs, to derive the exact house advantage associated with a game involving dice
totals (e.g., craps). On the other hand, if a pair
of dice is thrown 20 times resulting in 20 consecutive boxcars, this would tend to cast doubt
on the hypothesis that the outcomes are random.4 This type of reasoning is statistical inference, the process of using observed (sample)
data to draw a conclusion about the population. Probability is used in the statistical inference process by answering the question:
“What are the chances of observing 20 boxcars
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in 20 rolls?” The fact that this probability is so
small is what leads to the inference that the
dice rolls were not honest.5
Confirming House Advantage
Many games allow the use of probability
theory to find the exact value of the house
advantage. This is the case for roulette, craps,
and simple slot machines. For such games, the
house advantage—the long run percentage of
money retained by the casino—is known with
100% certainty assuming the game outcomes
follow the prescribed probability distribution;
that is, assuming honest, random outcomes.
Other games, including many of the gaming
devices in today’s casinos, require the use of
statistical inference to estimate the house
advantage based on a large sample of simulations. In such situations, the advantage is not
known with certainty and its estimated value
will carry with it a certain margin of error and
an associated level of confidence. Thus, a simulation-based study might report the house
advantage to be 2% with a margin of error of
±0.003% at 95% confidence. This means that
we can be 95% confident that the exact value
of the house advantage is between 1.997% and
2.003%.6 For a given level of confidence, the
larger the sample size, the smaller the margin
of error.
Confirming Randomness
Ensuring randomness of game outcomes
can be done by conducting certain statistical
tests on observed data. The logic of a statistical
test is much like that of a courtroom trial. The
null hypothesis—randomness in this case—is
presumed to be true (defendant is innocent)
until compelling evidence is presented to the
contrary. If the observed data is too inconsistent with the null hypothesis, then it is rejected in favor of the alternate hypothesis (nonrandomness).7 When this happens, we have
ruled out chance—more specifically, sampling
variation—as the explanation for the observed
data and we can be very confident that the
alternate hypothesis is true. This is similar to
the jury feeling confident the defendant committed the crime when a guilty verdict is
returned. On the other hand, if the observed
data is not too inconsistent with the null
hypothesis, we merely fail to reject it. In this
case we conclude that the null hypothesis is a
plausible explanation for the data but we do
not necessarily put high confidence in its
being true. This is similar to a not guilty verdict, which does not necessarily carry with it
high confidence that the defendant is innocent. This logic has important implications for
confirming randomness. In a statistical test for
randomness, the presumed true state of nature

is that the outcomes are random and only if
the data is compelling to the contrary is this
hypothesis rejected. Thus a test can disprove
randomness, but not prove it. A test for randomness is really a test for nonrandomness;
either nonrandomness is “proven” with high
confidence or the conclusion is merely that
randomness has not been eliminated as a possible explanation for the data.
A statistical test can also be viewed as a
method which attempts to eliminate chance
(sampling variation) as a possible explanation
for the observed data. The conclusion from a
statistical test—reject or fail to reject the null
hypothesis—depends on the risk one is willing
to take of incorrectly rejecting the null
hypothesis, a Type I error. In the same way
that “beyond a reasonable doubt” is a standard
in a criminal trial, this risk—called the significance level or alpha level—acts as the standard
for the statistical test. Thus a test may be significant if you are willing to take a 20% risk of
being wrong, but not if you are only willing to
take a 1% risk. Although statisticians prefer to
talk in terms of risk, often this standard is cast
as a confidence, so a 1% risk is equivalent to a
99% confidence.8 In the context of randomness testing, the greater this confidence (i.e.,
the lower the alpha level), the more likely it is
a truly random process will be deemed random. To put it another way, if the confidence
is set extremely high, there is very little chance
that any observed data will lead to the conclusion that the process is not random. An
extremely low Type I error risk makes sense if
we wish to “prove” the alternate hypothesis.
In gaming regulation, however, the objective is
to confirm randomness. Since randomness is
the null hypothesis, using a high confidence
level (i.e., low alpha level) will ensure only that
we will not conclude game outcomes are nonrandom when in fact they are random. It is
possible to observe an unlikely set of data
that appears nonrandom even if the game
1 Here the meaning of “random” is not necessarily (as is sometimes mistakenly
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thought) that the game outcomes are equally likely, but that they occur
according to a certain specified probability distribution in the long run, with
lack of predictability of any particular outcome. Whether or not the prescribed
probability distribution results in a fair game is a question of advantage.
“Gaming manufacturers are required to submit for testing anything that will
appear on the casino floor. When a manufacturer submits a game, lab analysts,
engineers and statisticians conduct a sophisticated mathematical analysis.”
Frank J. Fahrenkopf Jr., “Slots Stand Up to Scrutiny,” Global Gaming Business,
June 15, 2003.
In statistics, this “world” is called the “population.”
The reason for the lack of randomness is open – it could be the dice are not
honest, or the shooter is controlling the outcome in some other way, or some
other reason.
Viewed as a formal hypothesis test where the null hypothesis is that the dice
outcomes are random, this probability would represent the p-value of the test.
The smaller this probability, the stronger is the evidence against the null
hypothesis.
This interval is called a 95% confidence interval. The formal interpretation is
that if repeated simulation studies were performed, each with the same sample
size, then 95% of the intervals constructed would capture the true value of the
house advantage.
When the null hypothesis is rejected in a statistical test, the result is said to be
“statistically significant.”
Stated this way, the 99% confidence technically refers to the probability of
accepting the null hypothesis when it is true.

outcomes are random. By setting the confidence level high, we only ensure that we are
correct if we conclude nonrandom, but we do
not ensure we are correct if we conclude random. Assuming the objective is to confirm randomness, then given we cannot prove randomness with a single statistical test, a battery of
statistical tests should be used, each with a relatively high alpha level (i.e., contrary to common sense, the confidence level for each
should not be too high).
Test Statistics
The classical method for conducting a statistical test is to state the hypotheses—null and
alternate—to be tested, compute a test statistic
from the observed data, compare this test statistic to a reference critical value, and then make
the decision to reject or accept the null hypothesis. The test statistic is essentially a function of
the observed sample data whose probability
distribution in repeated sampling is known
under the null hypothesis. The critical value
depends on the risk one is willing to take of
incorrectly rejecting the null hypothesis. A variation on the traditional method involves
reporting the p-value associated with the test
statistic. Roughly speaking, the p-value can be
interpreted as the probability of observing the
sample data if the null hypothesis is true.9
Further details are not important here; for purposes of this article it is important to know generally what is involved in a statistical test and
that a test statistic is only one part of the test.
Randomness and Independence
It is not uncommon for gaming regulations
to address the issue of statistical independence.10 Events are statistically independent if
the outcome of one does not affect the likelihood of the outcome of the other.11 Although
related to randomness, the concept of statistical
independence is not quite the same as the concept of random. Random is a property that can
be ascribed to one event or a series of events;
independence is a property that can only be
attributed to two or more events. That is, a single event cannot be considered independent,
but could be considered random. We can say,
for example, the outcome of a single roll of a
pair of honest dice is random, but it would
make no sense to say it is independent (independent of what?). We could say the outcomes of
successive rolls are independent (and random).
Randomness of a series of outcomes necessarily entails unpredictability.12 Outcomes are
random if they occur according to a prescribed
probability distribution in the long run and
any particular outcome cannot be predicted.
Outcomes are independent if the occurrence of
one has no effect on the probability of the
occurrence of the other(s). Statistical independence is related to unpredictability and a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for randomness of a series of games outcomes.
To illustrate further, consider the following
simple game. A weighted coin with probability
of heads equal to .30 is tossed. A player betting

on heads wins a 2 to 1 payoff if heads occurs.
The house will in the long run enjoy a 10%
edge over the player,13 an advantage that will
hold true assuming heads really occurs 30% of
the time and it is not possible to predict on
which particular tosses these 30% heads will
occur.14 The “game” is honest, and the events
heads and tails can be considered “random,” if
the outcomes adhere to the prescribed probabilities in an unpredictable way.15 If the game is
changed, however, so that a different coin is
used on each toss, each with a different probability of heads, then the outcomes of the game
are no longer random (in the gaming sense)
but are still independent.
FACT AND FICTION
Gaming regulatory bodies recognize the
importance of statistical tests in confirming
randomness or establishing game advantage,
and regulations often specify required confidence levels and particular tests.
Typical Statistical Standards
In Nevada, all gaming devices manufactured
and distributed for use in Nevada must meet
certain mathematical standards for randomness
in choosing the game’s outcome. These standards include that the random selection process
used by gaming devices must meet 95% confidence limits using a standard chi-squared test
for goodness of fit.16 Nevada further requires
that each possible permutation or combination
of game elements which produce winning or
losing game outcomes must be available for
random selection at the initiation of each play.
For gaming devices that are representative of
live gambling games, the mathematical probability of a symbol or other element appearing
in a game outcome must be equal to the mathematical probability of that symbol or element
occurring in the live gambling game. For other
gaming devices, the mathematical probability
of a symbol appearing in a position in any
game outcome must be constant.17
Recognizing the importance of independence,
Nevada requires that the selection process must
not produce detectable patterns of game elements or detectable dependency upon any previous game outcome, the amount wagered, or
upon the style or method of play.18 Other
states have used Nevada’s regulatory model and
so technical regulations in many other jurisdictions are similar, if not identical to these.
Mississippi specifies 99% confidence limits on
continued on page 16
9 The p-value also represents the minimum level of significance that would lead
to rejecting the null hypothesis (and statistical significance).

10 See, e.g., Nev. Admin. Code § 14.010(2)(c); Colo. Code Regs. § 12.47.11241(3)(4); Miss. Gaming Comm’n. Reg. IV.4(c)(3).

11 Formally, two events A and B are independent if the probability of A given B
(i.e., given that B has occurred) is equal to the probability of A.

12 Randomness means the unpredictability and absence of pattern in the outcome of an event or sequence of events. See, e.g., Nev. Admin. Code §
14.010(9); S.D. Admin. R. 20:18:17:01(5); Miss. Gaming Comm’n Reg. IV.1(f);
Colo. Code Regs. § 47.1-1221(5).
13 The player expectation on a 1-unit bet is (0.30)(2) + (0.70)(-1) = -0.10.
14 751 F.2d 1113 (9th Cir. 1985).
15 Whether or not these probabilities are acceptable given the payoffs is an issue
of fairness.
16 Nev. Admin. Code § 14.040(2).
17 Nev. Admin. Code § 14.040(2)(a)(b).
18 Nev. Admin. Code § 14.040(2)(c).
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Macau: the New Gaming Frontier

A
“

sia is going to be the fastest growing
gaming environment in the world."
This is a direct quote from Marc
Falcone, a gaming analyst with
Deutsche Bank. Is this true? An
answer comes from the Sands
Macau, located near Macao’s existing casino and entertainment district and
across from the Macao Hong Kong Ferry
Terminal. Operated by Venetian Macau
Limited, a subsidiary of Las Vegas Sands
Corp., the one million-square-foot Sands
Macao features a gaming area that includes
360 table games and more than 800 state-ofthe-art electronic gaming devices.
The Sands Macao sits at the tip of Macao
Peninsula in the southern part of the Pearl
River Delta. Sands, with its upscale touches,
features a 120-foot long, 25-foot wide, 50foot high chandelier, a buffet approximately
100 meters long serving freshly prepared
food, four specialty restaurants and 65-foot
high ceilings that attract thousands of
visitors a day.
Dennis Andreaci, Director of Gaming
Operations at the Sands Macau, talked with
Gordon Dickie, VP of Compliance and
Government Affairs for Shuffle Master Inc.
recently after Dickie returned from an eyeopening experience and tour of the Sands
Macau last September.
Dennis, can you tell me about your
diverse background in gaming?
I started my career as a dealer, then supervisor
with Resorts International in Atlantic City in
January 1980. I was there for over nine years.
I was offered to go to the Bahamas where I worked
as a Pit manager then Games manager. After a
couple of years there I was offered the opportunity
to come to Asia.
I started in Asia as casino manager on a casino
gaming cruise ship operating out of Singapore and
Malaysia. The casino cruise business here in Asia
is all high-end junket business, which was my first
exposure to rolling commissions, differential betting limits and other uniquely Asian gaming
programs and procedures.
I have now been in Asia for about 14 years and
have opened four land-based casinos, two cruise
ship casinos and managed a sports betting/
keno company.
Can you tell us about your experiences
working in the Far East?
It actually has been an incredible learning experience. I have worked in Singapore, Malaysia, the
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Philippines, Thailand, Laos, Cambodia and
now Macau.
The greatest thing about it all has been the multicultural experience and the knowledge I gained by
working with so many different nationalities.
Having worked in so many gaming markets teaches you that there are many different ways of
doing things.
The experience is different from a place such as
Las Vegas or Atlantic City where things have been
done a certain way for so many years. Fortunately
for me, casino gaming has been growing rapidly in
the Far East for over ten years. Being one of only
a few Western-experienced casino managers out
here over this time has given me all of
these opportunities.
When you first arrived in Macau, did
you imagine it would develop into the
success it is today?
Actually, the casino business all over Asia is much
better than the casino business anywhere else in
the world.
Asians have a much greater propensity to gamble
than Westerners. For years, I have been telling
American casino executives that they need to be in
Asia and establish a world class casino/integrated
resort.
So the answer to the question is, YES, without any
doubt. This is just the tip of the iceberg.
You have contributed greatly to the
success of one of Macau’s “first class”
casinos, the Macau Venetian. Can you
tell us how you and your team developed such a beautiful casino, from the
initial layout to the tiered private gambling rooms?
The vision was, of course, Mr. Sheldon G. Adelson,
Chairman of the Board and CEO of Las Vegas
Sands Corp. supported by Mr. William P. Weidner,
President and COO of Las Vegas Sands Corp. and
Mr. Brad Stone, Executive Vice President of Las
Vegas Sands Corp. They created a concept that
knocks you out; even if the Sands Macao were in
Las Vegas, visitors would be in awe of the property.
You must see the Sands first hand to be able to
appreciate it.
Walt Power, Vice President of Operations and I
were two of the very first people to arrive in Macau
to work on the project. This was great because we
both have Asian gaming experience and we both
were deeply involved from “the drawing board,”
so to speak.
Our requirement was to work out the details so
that the property was suited to the Asian market.

An Inteview with Dennis Andreaci, Casino Manager, Venetian Macau Ltd.

We were involved in the design of all the gaming
elements in Sands Macao Casino.

pares to Super Bowl Sunday in Las Vegas. The
energy in Sands every day is phenomenal.

This has been the most incredible experience of
my career.

We understand that table games are
the number one game in the Macau
market and that slots are basically in
second place. In your opinion, can you
explain why?

I understand some changes are in store
for the Macau Venetian. Can you at this
time comment on what they are?
Of course, by now, everyone is aware of the Cotai
Strip™ Macau development, Mr. Adelson’s vision
of bringing Las Vegas and The Venetian Las Vegas
business model to Asia.
All I can say is that this will be the most incredible convention & exhibition, entertainment, resort
and gaming project the hospitality industry has
ever seen. To be a part of what is going on in
Macau is remarkable, exciting and history
in the making for me, our team, our company
and our industry.
What is the toughest part about working in Macau? Can you contrast that to
North America?
Well, I’ve been an expat since 1989 and have
lived in Asia for so many years that I feel at home
out here. I don’t believe that many people are suited for this type of lifestyle. I believe that you cannot live overseas if you can’t assimilate, at least to
some degree, into a multi-cultural life.
Life abroad is fascinating if you are an open minded person who easily adapts to different things.
So for me, I don’t find it difficult at all, I really do
love the life out here. I have also spent a lot of
time and effort developing language skills, which
makes life easier and more enjoyable as well.
What do you most enjoy about working in Macau?
Very easy for me to answer this question; I am
very much a people person which is why I love the
casino business.
To me the business is about two things: the players and the staff. I spend several hours of my day
walking the gaming floor interacting with both the
players and the staff. The Asian players are so
accepting of a Western casino manager and I really have a great relationship with so many of them.
My team comes from 14 countries around the
world; many of them have worked with me in
other casinos and all have Asian gaming experience. I have over 1,700 local Macau dealers who I
personally hand picked. They are not only excellent dealers but are great people who have such
enthusiasm for their careers. I love the people!!
From the business perspective, it’s pretty cool to
look across a 360-table casino floor on Wednesday
afternoon and see a crowd of patrons that com-

Asians love table games. I could give you 100
pages on this topic since there are so many complex reasons. Some of those reasons are: Asians
don’t play for fun; they come for war, to face their
destiny.
They look at a dealer and think: I can beat that
person today. They perceive a game like baccarat
as very fair since you can bet “bank or player.”
When playing table games, all the players can
group together and bet the same way, like “bank”,
in baccarat. New players don’t have to learn how
to play; they just put their bets on top of someone
who is playing and learn while they play.
Traditionally Asian casino owners have underestimated the importance of low limit main floor
gaming and had little regard, if any, for slot
machine business. They have always focused on
the importance of VIP gaming.
The reason is that table games like baccarat earn
so much money per square foot; casino owners
have not been willing to commit floor space to
slots. This does not mean that slot machines cannot do very well. In fact, we have proven that if
you provide players with the latest machines, exciting signage, good returns, good jackpots, comfortable seating, etc., people enjoy slots. Our slots at
the Sands do very well and we are continually
adding more on to the floor.
What are the most popular table games
in Macau today?
By far, the number one game in all of Asia is baccarat. Other Western games that we offer are
blackjack, roulette and Caribbean stud. We have a
variety of Chinese games including, Fan-Tan, SicBo, Yee Hah Hai, Sam Pie, and Sam Gung.
Is it true that while your table games
have seven spots on them you can have
up to 21 players playing at one table at
a time? Can you explain how this is
done and how gaming regulators in
Macau view this activity?
Actually we allow up to three bets in any betting
box. A 14-seat Big Baccarat table can have up to
42 bets on the table. In practice we may have a
hundred players betting on the same table since
many players may put their chips on top of those
three bets that are in the one betting box.
You will often see players three or four deep pass-

By Gordon Dickie

ing chips up to the player at the table to make the
bet for them. Once paid the money gets passed
back into the crowd to the rightful bettor. This is
really quite amazing to witness. What is interesting is that the players will bet this way, as uncomfortable as it may be, when the table next to them
has five empty seats they could sit in and play.
The issue is not a lack of seating at all.
This is very common in Asia. If you are not willing to deal this way you cannot be in the casino
business in the Far East.
As I mentioned, players enjoy playing together
against the house. If they perceive that someone
has good luck they will bet with him. Players will
come over from other tables and join in. To a
Western casino executive it looks like a riot is taking place, but in fact it is orderly.
We have gaming procedures to deal this way and
the players are very respectful of each other’s bets.
The gaming regulators have no issue with this
since this is the common practice with all the
players in Asia; they have been dealing with this
for decades.
How do you manage surveillance and
games protection in this environment?
We have the world’s most advanced surveillance
system, fully digital. We have dealing procedures
that have evolved from our experience over the
years here in Asia so we operate the games in a
manner that is secure and player friendly.
What are the legal consequences for
those who are caught cheating
at the games?
Located in every casino in Macau are both the
DICJ (Macau Gaming Board) and PJ (Judiciary
Police). We have a comprehensive set of procedures
that work hand in hand with Macau law. They
range from 24-hour barring right through to incarceration, depending on the case.
Do the gaming regulators in Macau
provide adequate regulatory oversight?
The DICJ is excellent and I mean that sincerely.
They work in a manner similar to Atlantic City.
They are involved in every aspect of the operations
from surveillance, table game ops, slot ops, marketing programs, auditing and so on. Everything
we wish to implement or test must be pre-approved
including table game moves, rule changes etc.
How hard was it to adequately staff
and train all the employees of the
Macau Venetian? What is the total
number of employees currently on
staff? In what currency do you pay
your employees from North America?
continued on next page
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the chi-squared goodness of fit test.19 Iowa
requires that the game in each device shall be
random and tested to at least a 99% certainty
using a standard correlation analysis, defining
correlation test or analysis to be when each
card or number position is chosen independently without regard to any other card or number drawn within that game play.20 South
Dakota requires the devices to have a random
selection process that satisfies a 98% confidence level using standard chi-squared, runs
and serial correlation tests.21 Typical regulations also require that devices display an accurate representation of the game outcome, and
that after selection of this outcome, the gaming device must not make a variable secondary
decision that affects the result shown to the
player. Devices must display the rules of play
and payoff schedule, and must not automatically alter pay-tables or any function of the
device based on internal computation of the
hold percentage.22
Lack of Uniform Standards
The above regulations are typical. While
many of the technical references are sound,
details of randomness testing are left largely
open and confidence levels vary across jurisdictions. As mentioned previously herein, a battery of tests should be used to address randomness and confidence levels should be set relatively low so that the presumption of randomness is not held too tightly. Regardless of the
method, the greatest regulatory concern is that
the device selects the cards or symbols within
acceptance levels of randomness.
Confusing Randomness and
Independence
The concepts of randomness and independence are confused in the regulations of several
jurisdictions. The following excerpt is taken
from Colorado:23 “A reel, card, or ball is independently chosen without reference to any
other event produced during that play. This
test is the correlation test. Each pair of events is
considered random if they meet at least the
99% confidence level using standard correlation analysis.” The word “random” in the final
sentence of this passage should be “independent.” South Dakota uses almost identical language in making the same mistake.24 Both
jurisdictions confuse independence and randomness again when referring to outcomes
from previous games.25 Quoting the South
Dakota code, “Each reel position is independently chosen without reference to the same
19 Miss. Gaming Comm’n Reg. IV.4(c).
20 Iowa Admin. Code R. 491-11.10(2).
21 Anthony N. Cabot, South Dakota, in International Casino Law (2d ed.),
Cabot, et al., eds. (1993).

22 Nev. Admin. Code § 14.040(3)(4)(5).
23 Colo. Code Regs. § 12.47.1-1241(3).
24 S.D. Admin. R. 20:18:17:21(3)
25 Colo. Code Regs. § 12.47.1-1241(4); S.D. Admin. R. 20:18:17:21(4).
26 Colo. Code Regs. § 12.47.1-1224; S.D. Admin. R. 20:18:17:04.
27 See, e.g., Colo. Code Regs. § 12.47.1-1241(1); S.D. Admin. R.
20:18:17:21(1); Iowa Admin Code R. 491-11.10(2)(a).

28 E.g., Colo. Code Regs. § 12.47.1-1241(2); S.D. Admin. R.
20:18:17:21(2); Iowa Admin Code R. 491-11.10(2)(b).

29 Iowa Admin Code R. 491-11.10(2)(b). See also, S.D. Admin. R.
20:18:17:21(2).
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reel stop position in the previous game. This
test is the serial correlation test. A reel stop
position is considered random if it meets at
least the 95% confidence level using standard
serial correlation analysis.” In this passage, the
word “random” is again inappropriate. The reference here should be to whether two (or
more) events—reel stop positions—are independent and not that a single event is random.
Interestingly, the regulations for both Colorado
and South Dakota contain another section that
discusses independent and random events correctly (although in both cases the section is
awkwardly labeled “Randomness events”).26
Other Technical Errors and
Misunderstandings
Regulations in several jurisdictions state
that a selection process is considered random if
the event (a reel, card, or ball, for example)
that determines the outcome of the play satisfies at least a certain confidence level using
standard chi-squared analysis, described to be
the sum of the squares of the difference
between the expected result and the observed
result.27 This description is not correct. The
chi-squared test statistic referred to here is actually the sum of the ratios of the squared differences (between the expected and observed
results) to the expected result. Sloppy language
can be found elsewhere. In noting that the
Median Runs test is a mathematical statistic
that determines the existence of recurring patterns within a set of data,28 the test statistic is
confused with the statistical test itself. Other
language is vague: “Each card, number, or stop
does not produce a significant statistic with
regard to producing patterns of occurrences.”29
CONCLUSIONS
Great progress has been made in the past
several decades in addressing the necessary
technical details associated with those areas of
gaming regulation in which statistical reasoning is needed. While many of the technical references to statistical issues in gaming regulations are sound, there remain numerous errors
and evidence of misunderstandings. A closer
look and constructive critical analysis of existing codes is needed to correct remaining misunderstandings and errors contained in gaming regulations of various jurisdictions. It is difficult to apply standards that are unclear or
even incorrect.
Anthony Cabot is a partner with the law firm of Lionel Sawyer
& Collins in Las Vegas, Nevada and Chairperson of the firm’s
Gaming Practice Group. Mr. Cabot is also an Adjunct Faculty
member of the International Gaming Institute, University of
Nevada, Las Vegas, William F. Harrah College of Hotel
Administration and is the vice chairman and a member of the
Board of Directors of the Gaming Law section of the State Bar of
Nevada.
Robert Hannum is Professor of Statistics at the University of
Denver, where he teaches courses in probability, statistics and the
theory of gambling. Professor Hannum has published numerous
articles on the mathematics of casino gaming and is a recognized
authority on the applications of probability and statistics to gambling and commercial gaming.
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We had 43,000 Macau citizens apply to work for
us. We worked through the process to select 1,800plus dealers to train. This was the largest dealer’s
training school in the history of the casino industry.
We ran 40 tables 24 hours a day for almost four
months to train the dealers. The other gaming
departments like Cage, Security, Surveillance and
casino Audit worked alongside of our training school
in a mock casino set up. It was amazing!
We also have six hundred expat upper- and midlevel management and supervisory people. I was
able to recruit them from all the other casinos that
are operating throughout Asia. Being the first
American casino in Asia we were immediately the
employer of choice for the entire Pacific Rim casino
industry. As a result I was able to employee the allstar team of Asian gaming.
Today the total number of casino employees at the
Sands is around 2,500. All of our employees, expat
and local, are paid in the currency of the realm,
Macau patacas. This is no problem for the expats
since the patacas is fixed to the US dollar.
What are the Macau Venetian’s plans for
the future?
As I mentioned earlier, Cotai Strip™ Macao—Mr.
Adelson’s vision in bringing Las Vegas to Asia.
What kind of impact do you see for
Macau as more and more Pacific Rim
countries turn to full blown casino
resort destinations?
Macau will always have the critical mass similar to
Las Vegas. The Indian casinos that have
spread in the USA do not negatively affect Las
Vegas. I think the same will apply here in Asia.
Another thing to remember is the Cotai Strip development will bring into Macau the convention and
exhibition business on a very large scale. People will
be coming to Macau for reasons aside from gaming.
Of course Macau as a location has the demographics. How many millions of people reside within a
three hour flight of Macau?
From a geographic perspective, other
than China, where do your players come
from? Are you able to attract players
from North America?
At this time Hong Kong is about 33 percent of our
market. Direct air links are now operating from
Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, and Taiwan. We
are receiving growing numbers of visitors from these
countries.
I don’t know about North America; it’s a long flight.

Gordon Dickie is Vice President of Compliance
and Government Affairs for Shuffle Master, Inc.
He was formerly executive director of the Cabazon
Gaming Commission and is a retired San Diego police
officer. His professional history features extensive casino
operations and security and surveillance experience.
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Gaming
Soldiers and Sailors Building
425 East Capitol Avenue
Pierre, SD 57501
Tel: +1 605 773 6050
Fax: +1 605 773 6053
WISCONSIN
Linda M. Minash
Deputy Administrator
Director of Indian Gaming,
Regulatory Compliance
Wisconsin Department of
Administration
Division of Gaming
2005 W. Beltline Highway Suite 201
Post Office Box 8979
Madison, WI 53708-8979
Tel: +1 608 270 2555
Fax: +1 608 270 2564

AFFILIATED MEMBERS –
COUNSEL
AUSTRIA
Franz Wohlfahrt
CEO
Novomatic AG
Wiener Strasse 158
2352 Gumpoldskirchen
Austria
Tel: +43 (0) 2252 606 258
Fax: +43 (0) 2252 606 253

NETHERLANDS
Abdel R. Ytsma
Corporate Counsel
Holland Casino
Hoofdweg 640
Hoofddorp, The Netherlands
2132 MK
Tel: +31 23 56 59 330
Fax: +31 23 56 59 418
SWEDEN

Bruce Caughill
General Counsel and Chief
Compliance Officer
Casino Niagara/Falls Management
Company
P.O. Box 300, 5705 Falls Avenue
Niagara Falls, Ontario
L2E 6T3
Tel: +1 905 374 3598
Fax: +1 905 353 6724
John J. Chalmers
Barrister & Solicitor
608 Miner’s Point Road
R.R. #3
Perth, Ontario
Canada, K7H 3C5
Tel: +1 613 264 1505
Fax: +1 613 264 9259
John K Fitzgerald
General Counsel, Cryptologic Inc
1867 Yonge Stree,
7th Floor
Toronto, Ontario
Canada M4S 1Y5
Tel: +1 416 545 1455
Fax: +1 416 545 1454
Avi Levy
6524 Baily Road
Montreal, Quebec
Canada H4V 1A3
Tel: +1 514 758 0001
Fax: +1 450 635 7137
Murray Marshall
Legal Counsel
Mohawk Council of
Kahnawake and the
Kahnawake Gaming Commission
P.O. Box 720
Kahnawake, Quebec
J0L 1B0
Tel: +1 403 995 2370
Fax: +1 403 995 2352
GREECE
Paola Menachem
Attorney at Law & Legal Counsel
Betting Company S.A.
14 Amarousiou Avenue
North Heraklion, Athens
141 22 Greece
Tel: +30 210 2880112
Fax: +30 210 2880120
MACAU
Thomas F. Smock
Snr Vice President - General
Counsel
Venetian Macau, Ltd.
Av. Xian Xing Hai
Edf. Zhu Kuan
11 andar I-K NAPE, Macau
Tel: +853 883 311
Fax: +853 883 322

Martin Thorvaldsson
Legal Counsel
Boss Media
Honnorsgatan 2, Box 3243
Vaxjo, Sweden 350 53
Telephone No: +46(0)470 703010
Fax No: +46(0)470 703050
UNITED KINDGDOM
Nick Nocton
Jeffrey Green Russell
Apollo House
56 New Bond Street
London, UK
W1S 1R9
Tel: +44 (0) 207 339 7000
Fax: +44 (0) 207 307 0231
E-mail: njn@jgrlaw.co.uk
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
CALIFORNIA
Victor Gallo
General Manager, Director &
Corporate Counsel
Youbet Nevada
5901 Desoto Avenue
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
Direct Tel: +1 702 940 9610
Tel: + 1 818 668 2100
Fax: + 1 818 668 2101
www.youbet.com
John N Roberts
Executive Director,
Robinson Rancheria Bingo &
Casino Gaming Commission
1545 E. Highway 20
Nice, CA 95464
Tel: 707-262-4059
Robert S Tabor
Maloney & Tabor, Inc.,
2386 Fair Oaks Boulevard, Suite 100
Sacramento CA 95825
Tel: +1 916 485 5690
Fax: +1 916 584 5690
GEORGIA
Barth F. Aaron, Esquire
Vice President & General Counsel
Vision Gaming & Technology Inc.
1826 Doan Way, Suite B
Norcross, Georgia 30093
Tel: +1 770 923 9900 (ext. 204)
Fax: +1 770 923 0097
Or
12900 Welcome Way
Reno NV 89511
ILLINOIS
James E. Butler
General Counsel of the Operating
Subsidiaries
For Argosy Gaming Company
219 Piasa Street
Alton, Illinois 62002
Tel: +1 618 474 7707
Fax: +1 618 474 7582
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Daurean G. Sloan
Executive Director of Regulatory
Compliance
WMS Gaming Inc.
800 South Northpoint Boulevard
Waukegan, Illinois 60085
Tel: +1 847 785 3015
Fax: +1 847 785 3567
MICHIGAN
Peter H Ellsworth
Dickinson Wright PLLC
215 South Washington Square
Suite 200
Lansing MI 48933
Tel: +1 517 487 4710
Fax: +1 517 487 4700
NEVADA
Abbie G Friedman
Counsel
Lionel Sawyer & Collins
300 South Fourth Street
Suite 1700
Las Vegas, NV 89101
Tel: +1 702 383 8841
Fax: +1 702 383 8845

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
COLORADO
Robert Hannum
Professor
University of Denver Dept. of
Statistics & Operations Technology
Denver, Colorado 80208
Tel: +1 303-871-2115
Fax: +1 303-871-2297
MASSACHUSETTS
Katherine A. Spilde
Sr. Research Associate
John F. Kennedy School of
Government, Harvard University
79 JFK Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
Tel: +1 617-496-4212
Fax: +1 617-496-3900
MISSISSIPPI

Mark Lerner
Senior VP, Secretary,
General Counsel
Alliance Gaming Corporation
6601 S. Bermuda Road
Las Vegas, Nevada 89119-3605
Tel: +1 702 896 7874
Fax: +1 702 896 7990
Jerry Smith
Senior Vice President and General
Counsel
Shuffle Master, Inc
1106 Palms Airport Drive
Las Vegas, NV 89119
Tel: +1 702 897 7150
Fax: +1 702 270 5161

Ronald J. Rychlak
Professor and Associate Dean
University of Mississippi
School of Law
Mississippi 38677
Tel: +1 662 915 6841
or
+1 662 234 1138
Fax: +1 662-915-6842
Alan L. Silver
Director of the Casino Resort
Management
Tulane University
2600 Beach Boulevard Suite 18
Biloxi, MS 39531-4702
Telephone No.: (228) 388-6323
Facsimile No.: (228) 388-6323
E-mail: asilver@tulane.edu
NEVADA

John M. Sullivan
President & General Counsel
Territory Incorporated
7448 West Sahara Avenue,
Suite 101
Las Vegas, Nevada 89117
Tel: +1702 222 1402 x 3008
Fax: +1 702 227 0746

Richard J. Morgan
Dean & Professor
William S. Boyd School of Law
University of Nevada Las Vegas
4505 Maryland Parkway
Box 451003
Las Vegas, Nevada 89154-1003
Tel: +1 702 895 1876
Fax: +1 702 895 1095

NEW JERSEY

NORTH DAKOTA

Robert M. Pickus
Executive Vice President & General
Counsel
Trump Hotels & Casino Resorts, Inc.
1000 Boardwalk
Atlantic City, New Jersey 08401
Tel: +1 609 449 5573
Fax: +1 609 449 6705

Steven Andrew Light
Assistant Professor
University of North Dakota Dept of
Political Science & Public Admin.
P. O. Box 8379
Grand Forks, ND 58202
Tel: +1 701-777-3549
Fax: +1 701-777-2085

AFFILIATED MEMBERS –
EDUCATOR
SOUTH AFRICA
Prof. Dr. Marita Carnelley
Pietermaritzburg School of Law
University of Natal
Private Bag X 01
Golf Road
Scottsville, 3209
Republic of South Africa
Tel: +27 33 260 5040
Fax: +27 33 260 5015
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Kathryn R. L. Rand
Associate Professor
University of North Dakota School of Law
P. O. Box 9003
Grand Forks, ND 58202
Tel: +1 701-777-2255
Fax: +1 701-777-2217
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AFFILIATED MEMBERS –
ACCOUNTANT
JAPAN
KPMG AZSA & Company
10th, Marunouchi Trust Tower N
8-l, Marunouchi l-Chome
Chiyoda-KU
Tokyo, Japan
100-8250
Telephone No.: +81-3-5218-6342
Facsimile No.: +81-3-5218-6347
E-mail: hidetoshi.fukuda@jp.kpmg.com
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NEW JERSEY
Richard L. Robbins
970 Lily Pond Lane
Franklin Lakes, New Jersey 07417
Tel: +1 201 405 0012
Fax: +1 201 405 1176

AFFILIATED MEMBERS –
CONSULTANT
CANADA
Lyle Hall
Hall Hospitality Advisors, Inc.
1 Parkview Avenue, Toronto,
Ontario Canada
M4X 1V8
Tel: +1 416 924 7737
Fax: +1 416 961 7737
www.hallhospitality.com
JAPAN
Satoshi Itoh
CHUO University
Graduate School of International
Accounting
Tokyo, Japan
PORTUGAL
Jan Gerard Rodrigo
Managing Director
Amorim Entertainment & Gaming
International
Parque das Nacoes, Rua do Polo
Sul, 1.01.1.1 – 3A
Lisboa, Portugal 1990-273
Tel: +351 21 891 2481
Fax: +351 21 891 2471

Or
Stephen A. Crystal,
President
Barrick Gaming
501 South Rancho Road
Suite B-10
Las Vegas NV 89106
Tel: +1 702 876 1001
Fax: +1 702 876 4805
MICHIGAN
Patrick Leen
Principal,
Gaming Regulatory
Consultants, LLC
PO Box 98
Haslett, Michigan 48840
Tel: +1 517 256 8619
Fax: +1 517 913 6013
MISSOURI
Sue Schneider
CEO River City Group
205 South Main Street
St Charles, Missouri 63301
Tel: +1 636 946 0820
Fax: +1 636 946 0566
NEW JERSEY
Keith Furlong
VP, Catania Consulting Group Inc
909 Belmont Avenue
N. Haledon, New Jersey 07508
Tel: +1 973 427 7990
Fax: +1 973 423 2003
Liz Grayson
Managing Director
I Gaming Solutions
1203 River Road
Suite 10J
Edgewater, NJ 07020
Tel: +1 201 224 8501
Fax: +1 201 224 5519
NEVADA
Gordon Dickie
Vice President
of Compliance and
Government Affairs
Shuffle Master Inc
1106 Palms Airport Drive
Las Vegas, NV 89119
Tel: +1 702 270 5185
Fax: +1 702 260 1174

UNITED KINGDOM
Bill Galston
Galston Associates
“Whitbeck”
4 Bramhall Drive
High General’s Wood
Washington, Tyne & Wear
NE38 9DB
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 191 497 2840
Fax: +44 191 497 2840
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Stephen A. Crystal
Armstrong Teasdale
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue N.W.
Suite 300
Washington D.C. 20006
Tel: +1 202 454 2883
Fax: +1 202 454 2805

AFFILIATED MEMBERS –
LAW FIRM
NEW JERSEY
Marie J. Jones
Fox Rothschild LLP
Suite 400 Midtown Building
1301 Atlantic Avenue
Atlantic City, NJ 08401
Tel: (609) 348-4515
Fax: (609) 348-6834
E-mail: mjones@foxrothschild.com

INTERNATIONAL MASTERS OF GAMING LAW
APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP

Name _________________________________________________________Title ______________________________________________________
Firm or Organization _____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
City _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
State/Province ________________________________Postal Code _________________________Country _______________________________
Tel _________________________________________________________ Mobile ______________________________________________________
Fax ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
E-mail____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

1. Describe your position with the firm or organization.

8. Have you written any articles/books/treatises relating to
gaming? (provide details on a separate sheet)

___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________

9. Describe whether you have participated in any philanthropic or charitable programs relating to gaming and if
so, in what capacity? (provide details on a separate sheet)

___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
2. When were you called to the Bar or admitted to your
Professional Body? _____________________
3. How long have you been practicing gaming law? _________
4. Are you a member in good standing of the Bar or your
Professional Body? __________________________
5. How long have you been associated/employed by this
firm/organization? _______________________(If less than five
years, please list your former relationships and positions on a
separate sheet).
6. List all gaming clients, contact persons and the nature of
work that you undertake for them (provide details on a separate sheet – if client confidentiality demands otherwise, notify
membership committee).

10. Describe briefly why you desire to be a member of the
IMGL and what contributions do you believe you can
make to the association? (provide details on a separate sheet)
11. Name of IMGL member who is sponsoring
this application.
Sponsor ___________________________________________________
Date ______________________________________________________
Signature __________________________________________________

Fax form to 916-485-5693 or mail to:
ATTN: IMGL Membership Application
C/O Maloney & Tabor, Inc., P.C.
2386 Fair Oaks Boulevard
Sacramento California 95825

7. Describe whether you have participated in any educational
seminars relating to gaming and if so, in what capacity.
(provide details on a separate sheet)
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